Welcome to our easy, no hidden fees, no upgrade charges, choose your own
adventure, budget friendly, no rip off, get only what you think you might need
(I will offer a couple suggestions along the way) Wedding Video Planning
Guide!
When I started Fin Films I wanted to create an easy way for you to book your
wedding video professional. No packages with hidden fees forcing you to buy
things you might not want or need, but giving you choice over what you want for your special
day!
Everyone has their own tastes and budgets. So we break costs down by wedding element. We
base these costs on one camera operator and editorial time to create edits. Additional operator
costs are outlined below.
“Unmanned” cameras are exactly what is described. They are cameras set on tripods, focus
fixed, cards loaded and left running. For example, in a ceremony, it will be in the back of the
crowd capturing the wide angle of the ceremony. In about 98% of the cases, it will be holding
the widest camera angle. We can, of course, offer the security of human hands on the second
camera as well (recommended).
No matter which services you select you get the following:
- 3 - 4 Minutes highlight video with licensed music for upload to youtube/facebook within 7
days of your event
- Discreet audio feeds to make sure we capture every word
- HD, Minimum 1080p video. Depending on equipment we will provide 4k video whenever
possible
Includes weddings in LA, OC and Santa Barbara, Ventura Counties. Riverside County, please
add $100 for travel per camera person

Ceremony
1 Camera $500
2nd Camera "unmanned" + $200
2nd Camera "manned" + $250

Formal Dances (includes Grand Entrance)
1 Camera $150
2nd Camera "unmanned" +$150

2nd Camera "manned" +$200

Bridal Prep
1 Camera (suggested) $150
2nd Camera (manned only) +$100

Cake Cutting / Bride and Groom Speech
1 Camera - $150
2nd Camera Unmanned or Manned +$50

Speeches / Toasts
1 Camera - $250
2nd Camera Unmanned + $100
2nd Camera Manned + $150

Groom Getting Ready
Requires 2nd Camera - $100

Portrait Sessions Shot (highly suggested, required for feature edit)
1 Camera - $150
2nd Manned Camera - $200
Other:

Edits / Misc Events
30-40 Minute Full Feature Montage / Highlight Edit with full Ceremony (requires portrait
session shot )$700
Ceremony Only Export to Quicktime File for Family / Friends (with Ceremony Prep) $250
Drone Fly Over - Pre Ceremony $300
Reception Events (Bouquet, Garter, Money Dance, Etc...) 1 Camera - $300
Reception Events (Bouquet, Garter, Money Dance, Etc...) 2nd Camera (manned or
unmanned) +$200 to above
Now , just circle, highlight what you want, add it up and give us a call to set up our first meeting
to get underway. We do require a 50% deposit to secure your dates.

